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getting stranded on a desert island and becoming buddies with a deflated football isn't all it's
cracked up to be in real life. sure, you get plenty of sun, sea, and sun, but you can kiss goodbye to
last remaining remnants of your sanity, and you'll probably to adjust to living entirely off of coconut
flesh. luckily stranded deep is here to save you the hassle of a crashing a plane in the middle of the

pacific ocean. stranded deep (also called deep sea hideout) is the most recent exploration game that
i have been able to play. its a 3rd person survival rogue-lite with some cool combat mechanics. you

are put into a small ship that only has one life, you do not respawn, and your ship will break down. as
you explore, youll find food, tools, and other items that will let you try and repair the ship. you never
know whats on the other side of the next shelf, or next closed door. it is the perfect game to fall in

love with because of its great concept, and difficult difficulty. kraken revenge is an underwater
adventure based game. if you play this game then you don’t have to visit the north pole due to

winter. adventure awaits you in the deep blue sea.kraken revenge features great graphics and a
simple yet addictive gameplay. feel how the sea monster devours all the ships and is looking for

more ships to devour in this action packed game. what you need to do is to help the squid that helps
you destroy the ships and try to survive until you can find enough food and water to survive.there
are many sea creatures that will help you in this game. you need to destroy them all in order to
reach the end of the level and it will be very satisfying when you make it through.so get ready,

protect your submarine or not and play this awesome game right now!
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the expedition to the stranded deep is a research mission carried out by the united states. the goal
of the mission is to recover an abandoned soviet submarine, rumored to be carrying an atomic

weapon, that is now stranded at the bottom of the pacific. after surfing the internet, i came across
the website of a game developer called beam team games. on the website of the game developer it

was written that stranded deep is a survival game, but the description was so vague that i was in
doubt whether to believe it. when i got to play the game, i was quite impressed to see that the

developer has really designed the game in such a manner that it is just like a real survival game. the
game requires a lot of patience and the developer has designed it in such a manner that it is easy to
play and the gameplay is quite smooth. if you have ever played the game, then you will understand

the point i am trying to make. the gameplay of the game is so smooth and the whole concept is
really cool. the developers should be congratulated for this. stranded deep is develop and published
under the banner of beam team games. stranded deep pc game was made available for the public
on 23rd of january 2015. in this stranded deepgame you have been given a role of a plane crash

survivor. who has been left stranded somewhere in the pacific ocean. now you have to face some life
threatening situations and you have to come out of it. danger is everywhere around you from top to
bottom you have to be alert all the times. you never know when the terrifying encounter occur from
sky or from deep down bottom. you will always experience something new whenever you face some

danger and it depends on the way you play the game. 5ec8ef588b
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